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On behalf of the California Chapter of the American Traffic Safety Services Association (Cal-

ATSSA), I wanted to thank you for the opportunity to provide written testimony regarding 

increasing the statewide revenue limit for metal signs at the Folsom State Prison facility in 

California. My name is Troy Hill, and I am the President of Cal-ATSSA as well as the Vice 

President of Operations for Sterndahl Enterprises Inc.  

The American Traffic Safety Services Association, an international trade association, is located 

in Fredericksburg, VA. Since 1969, ATSSA has represented companies and individuals in the 

traffic control and roadway safety industry. Over 1,600 ATSSA members provide the majority of 

features, services and devices used to make our nation's roadways safer. These include pavement 

markings, road signs, work zone traffic control devices, guardrail, and other roadside safety 

features. ATSSA and Cal-ATSSA’s core purpose is To Advance Roadway Safety. 

The members of Cal-ATSSA are seriously concerned about this proposed increase to the revenue 

limit as it will adversely affect numerous small businesses and jobs in the State of California, 

including potentially nearly a dozen small businesses in the roadway safety infrastructure 

industry. If this proposal were to go into effect, there is a real chance that jobs could be lost in an 

economic era when unemployment is still high, especially in the construction industry. 

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the nationwide unemployment rate for 

individuals who last worked in construction is currently over 13 percent (as of April 2013), 



nearly twice the national average of unemployment.
1
 Looking at California in particular, 

although construction industry jobs have grown by 8 percent over the last 12 months (as of 

March 2013),
2
 the overall unemployment rate for the State, at 9.4 percent as of March 2013, still 

remains higher than the national average.
3
 It is also important to note that this rate is the fourth 

highest in the nation.
4
 

As the testimony of some of our Cal-ATSSA member's will show, the proposed increase will 

negatively impact the success and job-creating impact of tax-paying California companies. Some 

of these potentially negatively affected companies are also women business enterprises and 

disabled veteran business enterprises.  

In addition, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has stated that convict produced 

materials after July 1, 1991, are prohibited for use on the Federal-aid highway system unless they 

are "1) produced by convicts who are on parole, supervised release or probation from a prison or 

2) produced in a qualified prison facility and the cumulative annual production amount of such 

materials for use in Federal-aid highway construction does not exceed the amount of such 

materials produced in such facility for use in Federal-aid highway construction during the 12-

month period ending July 1, 1987."
5
 Granted, this is only applicable on Federal-aid highways; 

however, it is important, in this context, to understand the position of the Federal government 

with regard to highway construction projects. In addition, the recent enactment of the Moving 

Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) clarified language about this very issue. It 

clarifies that this prohibition applies to all public highways not classified as rural minor 

collectors or local roads.
6
 FHWA continues to note that materials manufactured by convict labor 

will not be given preferential treatment and must be held to "the same requirements for Federal 

aid participation that are imposed upon materials acquired from other sources."
7
 

In short, even if the federal government's severe restrictions are set aside, increasing this revenue 

limit for metal signs would harm local California businesses and jobs at a time when 

unemployment is still unacceptably high. On behalf of Cal-ATSSA, I strongly urge you to 

maintain current procedure and not raise the revenue limit. Thank you for your time.  
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